ELLIS BALL
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Getting Going:
Set up four bases using gym mats (or cones), one batting square using spots or
cones and place one hoop (the gong) where the bowler stands. You will need a
soft ball to play the game such as a volleyball or a dodgeball.
Batters stand in the batting square. Bowler throws the ball underarm for the
batter to hit with a hand or fist. Hit or miss, the batter runs to 1st base. Fielders
must retrieve the ball and return it to the bowler as quick as possible. Which
base can the batter get to before the bowler gets the ball? Can they get all the
way home?
Switch roles and allow both teams the chance to bat and field.
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Getting Out and The Gong:
The students are now introduced to the ways of getting out. Firstly, if a
shot is hit into the field and then caught, a player is out and simply
returns to the back of their waiting line.
The Gong: Once the fielding team return the ball to the bowler, the
bowler must bounce the ball inside the hoop to sound the 'gong'. Any
player still running and not on a mat/home at the sound of the gong is
also out.
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Scoring:
Phase one - Every time a player gets back to the home mat without
getting out, they score a point for their team. You can have as many
players as you want on a mat at any given time. Mat runners can set
off as soon as the bowler releases the ball for the next batter.
Phase two - If a batting player gets back to the home mat on their own
turn, they score 5 points for their team (this is a home run)
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Bonus Rules:
Extra Scoring Zones: Place Three Tchoukball nets (upturned bins work just as well)
around the field area. These are scoring targets that are worth 3 points to a team if
they are hit. If the batter hits a scoring target but is then run out by the gong, they still
receive the 3 points. A scoring target and a home run combined would be worth 8
points!
Runner Elimination: If a fielder catches a shot one handed, not only is the batter out,
but all runners on bases are out too!
Full Team Elimination: A fielder may choose to head the ball instead of catch it. If a
fielding team can complete 3 headers in a row (three different players) then the entire
batting team is out immediately.

